RAM NAM - THE ULTIMATE
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Bhagwan YogiRam SuratKumar Maharaj discovered eternal wisdom where ultimate is "RAM" the cosmic sound with
brilliance of light that go beyond the brightness of million Suns, who is the cause and effect of all creation and un-creation.
Bhagwan YogiRam SuratKumar Maharaj had absolute Trust in His Master (Guru)Papa Ramdas who initiated Him “Sri Ram
Jai Ram Jai Jai Ram” and proved the real Guru Bhakti through His life. It is interesting to note that Yogiji Maharaj also
established the eternal bliss and complete surrender to Ram, that leads to liberation from cyclic birth and death. So, we can
also follow our master’s path to get moksha(salvation), which is the exact result of our life journey.
Without Guru nobody can get salvation, but we are all not realizing the importance of Guru.The physical attachment (with
Guru) has no meaning in spiritual journey, and being around Guru and seeing Him would never allow salvation for sure.
Here again he meant that for the people who attained spiritual practice, Ram Naam Jaap(chanting god’s name) is the path
ordained by Shri Ram himself and again allows the merging with the ultimate the celestial Ram. The mortal Guru Yogi Ram
Surat Kumarji not only monitors every practitioner and his/her deeds but also subtly warns if they are falling from the ideal
pedestal.
The complete faith in Guru and His preach gives one the required confidence for developing utmost involvement in the
spirituality. This trust with confidence allows complete surrender to "Guru" that envelops the spiritual power of Ram Naam
Jaap.
Only this complete unquestioned surrender and turning towards our "inner world" (being antarmukhi) will help us to identify
the super power, which is existing everywhere.
This is possible when we realize that we need to get again connected with "Guru" whose preach and the Soal have merged
by his deeds and its just our innermost connectivity that can facilitate for a "Live Connection" with God. So get connected
with Guru Yogi Ram Surat Kumarji always with most loving Param Guru is matter of "complete trust and totally surrender. Let
we all ask ourselves "Do we have it within us?"
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